






Freedom of Information Act Seminar 
For New Committees 

Eileen Kennelly, Presenter 
 
 
Introduction 

• Meetings open to public 
• Records available to public 
• Keeping the public in mind at a meeting 
 

Meeting 
• Hearing, proceeding convening or assembly of a quorum of a public agency 
• Communication among a quorum of a public agency by electronic means also 

constitutes a meeting 
• Chance meetings of committee members and a social meeting neither planned 

nor intended for the purpose of discussing matters relating to official business are 
not considered meetings. 

 
Rules regarding meetings 

• Three types of meetings: regular, special and emergency 
• Notice/Agendas 
• Minutes 

 
Executive Sessions 

• Meetings from which the public can be excluded 
• Must state reason for entering executive session on record 
• Requires a 2/3 vote of the body 
• Permitted reasons for executive sessions:  
• Personnel matters 
• Pending litigation 

 
Public Records 

• Any document in possession of a public agency 
•  Can be in any format 
• Twenty-five categories of exemptions 
• Exemptions that may arise for a building committee: 
• Drafts or notes 
• Pending litigation 
• Attorney-client privileged information 

 
Enforcement 

• Any person not given access to a meeting or a public record may complain to 
Freedom of Information Commission 

• Commission holds hearings on complaints 
• Commission may issue orders to: 



• Require release of a document 
• Require that all future meetings of a body be open to the public 
• Void a decision taken in a meeting not open to the public 
• Impose a fine for repeated or deliberate offenses 

 
Electronic Communication 

• Do not communicate by e-mail about business before body 
• Never vote by e-mail 
• Conference telephone may be used in some instances for meeting participation 

 
Robert’s Rules 

• Quorum necessary 
• All action taken by motion 
• Motions require a second 
• Amendments permitted 
• Discuss and vote on amendment first if one is made 
• Return to discussion of original motion and vote after amendment is voted on 
• Usually a majority vote is sufficient to pass a motion 
• Tabling, postponing to a certain time, postponing indefinitely 
• Reconsider and rescind 
• Closing debate 
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Robert’s Rules Workshop Topics 
 
 
 
 
 

• History of Robert’s Rules 
• Parliamentary Authority 
• What are Bylaws 
• Setting Agendas 
• Taking Minutes at a Meeting 
• Types of Motions 
• How to Make Motions – Speaking at a Meeting 
• Debate and Discussion 
• Voting 
• Maintaining Order 



Robert’s Rules - History of Robert’s Rules 
“An organization that has no rules or governing documents to establish a course of action eventually 
finds itself in a state of anarchy.” 

 
Robert’s Rules of Order is the most widely used manual of “parliamentary procedure” in the U.S. 

 
• The rules are named after Henry M. Robert, a distinguished engineer Brigadier General in the U.S. 

Army, who was a self- taught, active student on the subject. 
 

• Robert’s Rules of Order is now the most common form of parliamentary procedure in the United 
States and is used at meetings of all sizes, including the United Nations. 

 
• Over 135 years, the manual has grown in size from 50 to 649 pages and is in its 12th edition published 

in 2020. Important to note that at least 80% of the content will be used less than 20% of the time. 
 

• The copyright to Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised is owned by the Robert's Rules Association. In 
2005, the Association published an official concise guide, titled Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised 
In Brief. A third edition of the brief book was also published in September 2020. 



Robert’s Rules – Parliamentary Authority 
 

Parliamentary procedure is a time-tested method of conducting business at meetings and 
public gatherings and can be adapted to fit the needs of any organization. It enables 
members to take care of business in an efficient and fair manner and to maintain order while 
business is conducted. 

 
The current and newest edition (12th) of Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (2020) is the 
actual book of rules – or the “parliamentary authority” – that most organizations adopt as 
the basic tenets for running their meetings. 

 
The key value of Robert’s Rules is to help make meetings go as smoothly as possible while 
allowing the group to come to decisions fairly when issues are discussed or even contested. 

 
Robert’s Rules are used not only when problems arise, but also should be followed as a 
matter of course for a meeting to work well. An orderly, well-run meeting is productive and 
effective for all the members and allows the body to accomplish its work. 



Robert’s Rules – Parliamentary Authority, Cont’d. 
 

Before learning the specific rules, members should know the core principles of parliamentary procedure: 
 

• To conduct business one item at a time. Limiting discussion to the topic at hand keeps things 
focused and speakers on topic. 

 
• To ensure justice, courtesy, impartiality and equality for all. 

 
• The majority rules, but the rights of individual, minority and absent members are protected. 

 
• To ensure motions are in order and that the rules of debate are obeyed. 

 
• To have members obtain the floor properly and that they speak clearly and concisely. 

 
• Lets committees do their work and deal with smaller details. 

 
• Cut off discussion when it becomes redundant. 



Robert’s Rules – What are Bylaws 
 

The Bylaws are the constitution of any organization and usually exist in a written document 
that defines the purpose of a group, its organizational structure, its membership, how it 
operates and any specific rules that govern the group. 

 
The bylaws also usually state which parliamentary authority that the organization uses to 
determine action when there are no written rules concerning how certain things are done. 
Most organizations’ bylaws do specify that Robert’s Rules of Order is the group’s 
parliamentary authority. 

 
The Fairfield RTM’s Rules to Regulate are that body’s bylaws, as stated in Rule 35 – “The 
rules of parliamentary practice found in the latest edition of General Robert’s Rules of 
Order shall govern procedures and protocol of the Meeting except as otherwise specifically 
provided by any rules or Freedom of Information Act now governing the conduct of the 
RTM or hereafter adopted.” 



Robert’s Rules – Quorum and Membership 
A “Quorum” is the minimum number of members required to conduct business at a meeting. Usually this 
number is stated in the group’s bylaws. If a quorum is not indicated in the bylaws, Robert’s Rules of Order 
sets it at a majority of members. 

 
• When no quorum is present, the meeting is limited to actions such as setting the time and place for 

another meeting and discussion of topic. 
 

• Any substantive action (i.e. a vote) taken in the absence of a quorum is invalid. If members leave during 
a meeting, therefore bringing attendance below the level of a quorum, it loses its right to conduct 
substantive business until members return or other members arrive. It can however discuss and debate 
an issue, just not vote. 

 
RTM Membership includes ex-officio members, who do not count towards the quorum and cannot vote. 
They can make and second motions; they just cannot second motions made by other Ex-officio members. 

 
-Members of the Board of Selectman and Board of Finance 
-Chairman of the Board of Education 
-Town Attorney and Assistant Town Attorney 
-Town Clerk 



Robert’s Rules – Agenda 
 

The Agenda is a detailed list of specific items that will be discussed at a meeting, provided in the 
sequence in which they will be covered. 

 
• Common parliamentary law over the years has arrived at an accepted order for a meeting. 

Sometimes, however, an organization may wish to follow a different order of business, which 
would be in its own rules of order. 

 
• With most organizations, unless a specific procedure is stated in the bylaws, an agenda is 

normally non-binding until it is adopted by a majority vote of the assembly at the beginning 
of the meeting. 

 
• So, at the time that an agenda is presented for adoption, it is in order for any member to 

move to amend the proposed agenda by adding any item that the member desires to add, or 
by proposing any other change. Once it is adopted, it takes a 2/3 vote to change the agenda. 



Robert’s Rules – Agenda, Cont’d. 
The RTM’s Rules to Regulate specify the agenda used at an RTM Meeting. It is called the 
”Warning” and follows the normal order of busines used at meetings of most organizations 

 
• Roll Call 
• Pledge of Allegiance – Moment of Silence 
• Approval of Minutes of the previous meeting. 
• Honorary Resolutions 
• Consent Calendar (Rule No. 22) 
• Business of the Warning 
• Old Business – items carried over from last meeting 
• Committee Reports 
• New business 
• Announcements (including date and time of the next meeting) 
• Adjournment 

 
- Other items might include a prayer, guest speaker, or Reports of Officers, Boards, and Standing 
Committees. 



Robert’s Rules – Taking Minutes 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
The minutes of any meeting are the permanent record of the business conducted 
during a meeting, typically prepared by the group’s secretary. 

 
• Meeting minutes include details such as the date, time, and location of the 

meeting, whether a quorum was present, who was at the meeting, and who the 
presiding officer was. 

 
• Text of specific motions and their outcomes (but not exact vote counts) are also 

included in the minutes. 
 

• Discussion is not documented in the minutes. 
 

• Minutes should generally include only what was done, not what was said. The 
minutes for each meeting are presented for approval at the next meeting. 



Robert’s Rules – Types of Motions 
A Motion is a formal way to propose something on which the group should vote to take some specific 
action. Motions are voted on by the entire group that is present. The motion is the way to resolve a 
dispute, debate, or disagreement or to open an issue. There are many motions used under parliamentary 
procedure, but the four main ones are listed below. 

 
Main Motions and Resolutions: to introduce items to the membership for their consideration. They cannot 
be made when any other motion is on the floor, and yield to privileged, subsidiary, and incidental motions. 

 
Subsidiary Motions: Assists the proper disposal of the main question. Replaces the main motion to become 
the immediately pending question. Their purpose is to change or affect how a main motion is handled and is 
voted on before a main motion. Such motions include: 

 
• To Lay on the Table 
• To Call the Previous Question (closes debate) 
• Limit or Extend Debate 
• Postpone to a Definite Time 
• Refer or Commit to a Committee 
• Amend the Main Motion or Amend and Amendment 
• Postpone Indefinitely 



Robert’s Rules – Types of Motions, Cont’d. 
 

Privileged Motions: Their purpose is to bring up items that are urgent about special or important 
matters unrelated to pending business (i.e. adjourn, recess, etc). They have the highest 
precedence over all other motions except Incidental (see below). 

 
Incidental Motions: Their purpose is to provide a means of questioning procedure concerning 
other motions and must be considered before the other motion. Such motions shown below are 
in order at most times, but only for the motion to which they adhere: 

 
• Point of Order 
• Point of Parliamentary Inquiry 
• Point of Information 
• Appeal from the Decision of the Chair 
• Suspend the Rules 
• Object to Consideration of a Question 
• Division of a Question 



Robert’s Rules – Subsidiary Motions 
Subsidiary Motions 

 
• Call the Previous Question (2/3 vote required) – this motion closes further debate on a subject and 

moves immediately to a vote. It is non-debatable. It is used when there is extended or exhaustive debate 
or discussion and the body wants to go ahead and vote on the item. 

 
• Postpone to a Certain Time/Date (majority vote required) – if the body wishes to put off taking a vote  

for a particular reason (e.g. it is a matter that is not urgent, or you want to take up something else that is, 
or you need more information before making a decision), then members can postpone to a certain date 
or time. However, items cannot be postponed beyond the next regular meeting and not beyond the third 
month after the present month. 

 
• Ta ble a Motion (majority vote required) -- If it is clear that a motion cannot or should not be voted upon 

at the current time (other business must be taken up that is more important), it is typical to “table” the 
item until later in the meeting or until the next meeting. However, if a motion is tabled, then it must be 
“taken from the table” by the end of the next session (commonly, the next meeting) after the one in 
which it was laid on the table, if that session occurs within a three-month period; otherwise, the motion 
dies. “Taking from the Table” also requires a majority vote, and is not commonly used. 



Robert’s Rules – Subsidiary Motions, Cont’d. 
Subsidiary Motions: 

 
• Commit or Refer (majority vote required) – before voting on a main motion, someone may feel that it 

would be better to redraft the motion or have it studied further by a small group or committee. 
 

• Reconsider (majority vote required) – if a motion has been either adopted or defeated during a meeting, 
and at least one member who voted on the winning side wants to have the vote reconsidered, such a 
member may make the motion to “Reconsider”. Can only be made by a member who voted on the 
winning side, and the motion can only be made on the same day the original vote was taken. It can be 
seconded by any member. 

 
• Rescind (2/3 or majority vote required) – any member can make a motion to rescind (reverse) the 

outcome of a vote. There is no time limit on making such a motion and it requires ether a 2/3 vote of 
members present OR a majority of entire membership, unless intent to make such a motion was given at 
the previous meeting OR intent of motion was communicated to the secretary prior to the meeting so 
that written notice was given and such intent can be put in the “call” or “agenda”. Then a majority vote 
of those present is all that is required. Note: If the motion you wish to Rescind has been executed in an 
irreversible manner, you cannot Rescind it. 



Robert’s Rules – Subsidiary Motions, Cont’d. 
Subsidiary Motions: 

 
• Amend the Main Motion or Amend an Amendment (majority vote required) -- An 

item or a motion itself can be amended if someone wants to insert, strike, or replace 
words, or paragraphs that make up the item or the motion. 

 
• Postpone Indefinitely (majority vote required) – if debate on the main motion has 

begun and you want to get rid of that motion without a direct vote on it, use this 
motion. Kills the item for the entire session. But until it is adopted, it leaves the main 
question open to debate. 

 
• Limit or Extend Debate – (2/3 vote required) – pertains to the debate of the issue by 

the body (not by the member) used as a compromise between the right of the 
individual to be heard and the right of the group not to be unduly delayed in 
conducting its business. 



Robert’s Rules – Incidental Motions 
Incidental Motions: 

 
• Point of Order (no second needed and no vote taken) – any member may call the attention of the Chair 

to a violation of the rules by calling out (without being recognized), “Point of Order!” The Chair rules on 
the point of order, saying, “The Chair rules that the point of order is well taken” or “…not well taken.” 

 
• Appeal from the Decision of the Chair (majority vote required) –The body has final say after the Chair 

makes a ruling on a Point of Order. Without being recognized, a member can say, “I appeal from the 
decision of the chair,” which is an attempt to reverse the ruling of the Chair. The Chair then addresses his 
ruling, followed by any members who can address the issue once each, and then back to the Chair for 
final comment before putting to a vote on the appeal. 

 
• Point of Parliamentary Inquiry – if you want to ask a question about the rules and how they apply to 

what is going on or something you want to do, you can, without recognition, say, “A parliamentary 
inquiry, please.” The Chair responds but because it is not a ruling, it is not subject to appeal. 

 
• Point of Information – a question relevant to the business before the body but not related to 

parliamentary procedure. 



Robert’s Rules – Incidental Motions, Cont’d. 
Incidental Motions: 

 
 

• Suspend the Rules (2/3 vote required) – occasions when you wish to do something 
forbidden by the rules. Not necessary to name the rule, just describe what it is you want 
to do that would violate the rules. 

 
• Object to Consideration of a Question (2/3 vote required, but no second needed) – 

before debate on an original main motion has begun, you may raise an “Objection to 
Consideration of the Question”, which can suppress the main question against 
consideration. If objection is approved, then the item is dead for the session unless 
unanimous consent brings it back that session. If debate has begun, see Postpone 
Indefinitely above. 

 
• Division of a Question (majority vote required, no second needed) if main motion 

contains two or more parts that could stand as separate questions, anyone can make a 
motion to treat each part individually in succession. 



Robert’s Rules – Making Motions & Speaking 
 

MAKING MOTIONS - SPEAKING AT A MEETING 
Any member can present a motion to the group. 

 
1) Obtaining the floor 
2) Make Your Motion 
3) Wait for Someone to Second Your Motion 
4) Another member will second your motion or the Moderator will call for a second. 
5) If there is no second to your motion it is lost 
6) The Moderator States Your Motion 
7) Expanding on Your Motion 
8) Putting the Question to the Membership 
9) Moderator announces result – “motion carries” or “motion in lost” 



Robert’s Rules – Handling Debate 
Once an item is seconded, it goes to the floor for debate/discussion. The key rules of debate: 

 
• Setting speech limits in debate – Robert’s Rules state that each member can speak for up to 

10 minutes twice on each item, unless bylaws state differently or a motion is made to limit 
time of speaking or number of times someone can speak. This prevents one person from 
taking an inordinate amount of time to talk. If not in your bylaws, it may be a good idea to 
establish these limits in the bylaws or establish an acceptable time limit at the beginning of 
the year or at each meeting, depending on the specific topic(s) to be discussed. 

 
• Preference/order of debate – the chairman must always recognize the speaker before that 

person can talk, as people cannot just blurt out comments or questions at will; such action 
would be considered out of order (see below). The maker of any motion always has first 
opportunity to talk during discussion of that item. It is generally accepted that nobody speaks 
twice until all members gets their first chance to talk. 

 
• Note: the Chairs of assemblies with more than a dozen members often do not get involved in 

debate to maintain an appearance of impartiality. 



Robert’s Rules – Handling Debate, Cont’d. 
• Staying germane to the Subject – absolutely critical for speakers to stay on topic; one 

of the Chair’s main duties is to keep them on track and reign in anyone who goes off 
subject by interrupting them and telling them that their comments are not in order. 
The rule is that all remarks must be germane – they must have bearing on whether 
the pending motion should be adopted. 

 
• Debate Issues not personalities – also very important to never get personal in 

discussion and that only the merits of the item be discussed, not the person who 
supports/opposes such item; if personal debates occur, the Chair can call the person 
out of order and ask them to remain quiet. 

 
• Closing Debate – debate ends when discussion/questions/comments are done, or 

when each member exhausts their time to speak, or a motion is made to move the 
question (see below). At that time, the chairman puts the question to the body and a 
vote is taken (see Voting below). 



Robert’s Rules – Methods of Voting 
Methods of Voting: 
There are four methods used to vote: 

 
• By Voice -- The Chairman asks those in favor to say, "aye", those opposed to say "no". 

Any member may move for an exact count. 
 

• By Roll Call -- Each member answers "yes" or "no" as his name is called. This method 
is used when a record of each person's vote is required. 

 
• By General Consent -- When a motion is not likely to be opposed, the Chairman says, 

"if there is no objection ..." The membership shows agreement by their silence, 
however if one member says, "I object," the item must be put to a vote. 

 
• By Division -- This is a verification of a voice vote. It does not require a count unless 

the Chairman so desires. Members raise their hands or stand. 



Robert’s Rules – Required Votes 
Each motion requires a certain vote for it to pass and all Members have the right to vote. Below are 
the main required votes: 

 
• Majority of votes cast – the usual way to adopt a motion is determined by a majority of votes cast, 

(an abstention is a non-vote). If 100 members are present, 90 votes are cast with 10 abstentions, 
the majority is 46. Or, if there are 61 abstentions, 20 yes votes, and 19 no votes, the motion passes. 

 
• Majority of those present – slightly different, this requires a majority of those present (i.e. more 

than half of attendees at a meeting, regardless of their vote). Taking 100 members again, a motion 
passes if 51 members vote in favor. This is usually only required if the by-laws state as such. 

 
• Two-thirds of votes cast – usually needed when the body needs to suspend the rules or to call the 

question, or to close, limit, or extend debate….essentially to “change” the normal procedure of 
business. 

 
• Majority of the Entire Membership – only needed when amending something previously adopted 

or to Rescind an item previously adopted. 



Robert’s Rules – Abstentions 
Abstentions 
In parliamentary procedure an “abstention” is simply a voter’s decision not to vote. It is not a 
vote and note counted as a vote. Since abstentions are not counted in voting, they have 
absolutely no effect on the outcome of the vote cast. 

 
The likely scenarios when it is used are: 

 
(1) You don’t want anyone to know what you think about the issue 
(2) You are ambivalent about the measure 
(3) You aren’t sure what you think, feel inadequately informed, or you have not participated 

in prior discussion 
(4) There is a real or perceived conflict of interest 

 
Ex: If a majority of those present (40 people) is required and there are 20 yes votes, 19 no 
votes, and one abstention, the item fails (remember ties also mean a motion fails). 



Robert’s Rules – Maintaining Order 
 

MAINTAINING ORDER AT A MEETING 
Maintaining order at any meeting can oftentimes be the most challenging part of being a Chair. 
The Chair has the duty of making sure that the rules are followed. In order to preserve this order, 
any transgression of the rules can force the Chair to call a member “out of order”. 

 
On the flip side, any member may utilize an Incidental Motion (see above) and call the attention 
of the chair to a violation of the rules, by interrupting and calling out “Point of Order” and then 
stating how they think the rules are broken. The Chair makes a ruling and “rules that the point of 
order is well taken” or “rules that the point of order is not well taken”. Appeals from the body can 
then happen, and that process utilizes the incidental motions. 

 
ADJOURNMENT 
Adjournment is simply a formal way to close a meeting so everyone knows the session has come 
to an end. A motion must be made to adjourn, followed by a second, and then a majority vote. 
The time of adjournment is recorded in the meeting minutes. 



Robert’s Rules – Special RTM Rules 
Rule 21 - Members of the public may speak once on each item upon such terms and conditions as the Moderator 
shall impose. General rule has been no questions, only comments. They don’t speak following a report of sense of 
the body resolution. 

 
Rule 22 - Consent Calendar – With the unanimous approval of each committee having a quorum present, 
resolutions before that committee or committees will be placed on a Consent Calendar for concurrent voting at 
the Meeting without debate. Proposed ordinances are excluded. 

 
Rule 25 - No member may change a vote on a roll call after the vote has been announced by the Moderator 

 
Rule 26 - During any Meeting, the majority and minority leader may each call for one 10-minute recess, without 
the need for a vote, for the purpose of holding a political caucus. 

 
Rule 32 - All proposed ordinances shall initially be referred to the Committee on Legislation and Administration. All 
proposed ordinances subsequently shall be formally listed on the Warning for two Meetings and discussed by 
appropriate committees prior to each Meeting. 

 
Rule 36 - no item can be started after 11 pm, and no agenda item or any matter properly acted upon shall be 
discussed after 11:30 pm. If item is not waived, then items not completed or voted upon shall be continued the 
next day at the same place and time. 



Robert’s Rules – In Closing 
Materials you should bring to all meetings: 
• Copy of your bylaws 
• Copy of Robert’s rules or a simplified guide 
• A list of all members of the body and committee members 
• Agenda and all supporting material 

 
SOURCES 
The content of this written document comes directly from the following sources: 
• Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised In Brief. Robert III, Henry M., Evans, William J., Honemann, Daniel 

H. and Balch, Thomas J., 2011. 
• “Webster’s New World Robert’s Rules of Order, Simplified and Applied” , Third Edition, Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt, 2014. 
• RTM Rules to Regulate: The Proceedings of the Representative Town Meeting of the Town of Fairfield, 

Amended 9-24-07. 
Any questions, feel free to contact me: 

Jeff Steele 
jrsteele@optonline.net 

203-913-3754 

mailto:jrsteele@optonline.net
mailto:jrsteele@optonline.net








FIRST SELECTWOMAN 
That the Board of Selectmen establish a Charter Revision Commission for the Town of 
Fairfield pursuant to the following resolution: 

 
WHEREAS, the Charter of the Town of Fairfield (”Town”) was adopted in 1947 and last 
amended on November 27, 2006; and 
WHEREAS, our Charter is the foundation that guides principles for governance; it 
defines our Community, its powers and functions and essential procedures of our Town 
Government; and            
WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of C.G.S. §7-187, et seq., the Board of Selectmen 
of the Town is the appointing authority for a Charter Revision Commission, acting by a 
two-thirds vote of its entire membership may initiate a charter revision; and 
WHEREAS, the Town Attorney has retained the services of Attorney Steven G. Mednick 
as charter revision counsel to (1) consult with the Town Attorney; and, (2) provide such 
assistance to the Commission as deemed necessary; and, 
WHEREAS, the Board of Selectmen has, from time to time, encountered issues of 
magnitude and import to the operation of the Town and effective representation of the 
people of this Town that would benefit from a thorough review by a Charter Revision 
Commission. 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, pursuant to the provisions of C.G.S. §7-187 
through 7-194, specifically §7-188(b), the Board of Selectmen hereby initiates an action to 
amend the current Charter by authorizing the creation of a Charter Revision Commission, 
acting by a two-thirds (2/3rds) vote of its entire membership; and, be it further 
RESOLVED, that said Commission shall be empaneled for the purpose of undertaking a 
thorough review of the current Charter and all aspects of the structure of Town 
Government, being mindful of adhering to, among others, principles of sustainability and 
that it is equitable for and inclusive of all our citizens; and, be it further 
RESOLVED, pursuant to C.G.S. §7-190, that within thirty (30) days following initiation 
of the charter revision process, the Board of Selectmen shall, by resolution, (1) appoint a 
commission consisting of seven (7) electors, not more than two (2) of whom may hold 
public office in the Town and not more than a bare majority of whom shall be members 
of any one political party, which Commission shall designate a Chair, Vice-Chair and 
Secretary and proceed forthwith to draft any such charter amendments; and (2) establish 
the timeframe for submission of a final report by said Commission.  

 
 

Unanimously approved by BOS on 08-30-21 
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“Home Rule”: A Misnomer?

 “Home Rule” is a term that seems self-evident on its
face.

 It frequently means different things to different
people.

 Some believe the words invoke a degree of “local
authority,” “local control” or, even, sovereignty.

 The words are not what they appear: a misnomer
rife with ambiguity and misunderstanding.



What is “Home Rule”?

 I was recently by the Advisory Commission on 
Intergovernmental Relations (“ACIR”) to draft a 
simple, direct, readable, and explicable definition of 
“home rule.”  

 Not an easy task; yet, if we want to build a 
foundation for thriving municipalities in the 21st

century it makes great sense to understand how two 
simple words have been misconstrued.



Dillon’s Rule

 Connecticut’s form of home rule traces its roots to
several judicial decisions in the post-Civil War era
that molded the controlling legal maxim known as
“Dillon’s Rule.”

 The rule holds that a municipal corporation can
exercise only the powers:

 Explicitly granted to them;
 Necessarily or fairly implied in or incident to the powers

expressly granted; and,
 Essential to the declared objects and purposes of the

corporation, not simply convenient, but indispensable.



Local governments have no inherent 
legal or sovereign authority.

 Dillon’s Rule was validated and nationalized by the
U.S. Supreme Court in the first quarter of the 20th

century.

 The Supreme Court recently commented on the rule
and the issue of local government legal authority by
asserting that “all sovereign authority” in the United
States resides with either the federal or state
governments: “There exist within the broad domain
of sovereignty but these two.”



Connecticut Constitution of 1818

 While the Constitution of 1818 was silent on “home
rule” and there was barely any mention of local
government in that document.

 The notion of limited municipal authority was
repeatedly addressed by our courts in the 19th

century.

 Up to and including 1957 the General Assembly
made the rules for local governance by enacting
Special Acts.



The Home Rule Act of 1957

 After 1957, the General Assembly curtailed the Special Act regimen
for local governance by adopting the Home Rule Act which
allowed any municipality to write, adopt, and, as desired, amend,
its own charter and to conduct municipal business within the scope
of powers granted by the legislature.

 Municipal authority is primarily found in Title 7 of the General
Statutes, although additional “explicit” or “express” grants of
authority can be found throughout our codified state laws.

 Once again, this legislative framework confirmed the notion that
municipalities are “creations of the state” or “creatures of the
state” by affirming that municipalities had no inherent power to
modify legislative acts; or any “inherent legislative authority”
whatsoever.



Purpose of the Home Rule Act

 To relieve the General Assembly of the burdensome
task of handling and enacting special legislation of
local municipal concern; and

 To enable a municipality to draft and adopt a home
rule charter “which shall constitute the organic law
of the city, superseding its existing charter and any
inconsistent special acts.”



Connecticut Constitution of 1965

 Our conception of “home rule” was fully
constitutionalized in 1965 with the adoption of
Article Tenth of the 1965 Constitution, entitled “Of
Home Rule.”

 The Constitution now permits the General Assembly
“by general law” to delegate to municipalities
“such legislative authority as from time to time it
deems appropriate…relative to the powers,
organization, and form of government of such
political subdivisions.”



However…

 Under Article Tenth, the legislature retained a more limited use of
“special legislation” with respect to “…the powers, organization,
terms of elective offices or form of government of any single”
municipality as well as the ability of the General Assembly to
address (a) borrowing power, (b) validating acts, and (c)
formation, consolidation or dissolution of any town, city or
borough.”

 The 1965 Constitution also reserved the right of the General
Assembly to adopt Special Acts if “in the delegation of legislative
authority by general law the general assembly shall have failed to
prescribe the powers necessary to effect the purpose of such
special legislation.”

 Thus, under the 1965 Constitution municipalities conduct their
business within a limited and circumscribed delegation of authority.



An Artifice or Construct

 Connecticut “home rule” is an artifice or construct
for the orderly operation of local government under
the superior constitutional and legislative authority
of the state.

 Connecticut local governments have no inherent
authority for self-government because the capacity
for governance is derived entirely from the authority
of the state.



Silence Is Not Authority

 In the last analysis the question for municipal
decision-makers is not whether there is “a statutory
prohibition against (an) enactment)” but whether
there is “statutory authority for the enactment”.

 In other words, when it comes to the governance of 
municipalities, silence is not authority.  



Creatures of the State

 This notion of the “creature of the state” or
“creations of the state” is reinforced when you read
the words of Judge Dillon, when he opined, as if
paraphrasing a 19th century gothic novel by his
contemporary Mary Shelley, that state legislatures:

“…breathe into them (municipalities)
the breath of life, 

without which they cannot exist. 
As it so creates, so it may destroy.”    

 That just about sums it up.



Express Grants of Authority:
Structure

 Connecticut municipal governments are authorized
only to conduct their affairs when “expressly
granted” the right to do so by the General
Assembly.

 This covers the range of government activities
starting with the ability to address the “structure” of
government; that is, the power to choose the form
of government, a municipal charter and to enact
charter revisions.

 Paradoxically, this power is one most clearly
conferred yet infrequently exercised.



Express Grants of Authority:
Functions

 The reach of Title 7 and other statutes also impacts 
the government and how local officials exercise the 
authority granted to them on the “functional” issues 
of management operations of government.  

 Often there is an ambiguity as to whether a Mayor 
or own Manager act in a certain way.   

 If the grant of authority is not directly on point, the 
question usually comes down to whether a local 
official or their legal advisor can construe a function 
or power “necessarily or fairly implied in or incident 
to” the express grant of authority. 



Express Grants of Authority:
Fiscal

 The issue of constricted authority is also present on
matters of “fiscal” authority; that is, the ability to set
its budget and tax rates.

 Questions of municipal authority can arise with
respect to compliance with laws that govern the
borrowing of funds or state mandates (funded or
unfunded).

 The simple fact that the state sets the rules on what
can be taxed or collected is likewise a major factor.



Express Grants of Authority:
Personnel

 Issues of constricted authority involving “personnel”
whose job is to administer the affairs of local
government.

 Title 7 comes into play. The Municipal Employee
Relations Act (“MERA”) occupies the field by narrowing
the ability of municipalities to set employment rules,
remuneration rates, employment conditions and
collective bargaining.

 MERA also impacts on the processes of collective
bargaining as well as the mediation and arbitration of
disputes.



Local Control and Authority:
A Conundrum

 It is evident that one can have local control with limited authority.

 For example, a municipal police department is responsible for the
prevention and suppression of crime; yet a municipality has no legal
authority to control firearms within its geographic limits.

 Conversely, a municipality can have authority yet limited control.

 A Mayor is legally authorized to represent the municipality and the
legislative body is responsible for approving agreements in the
collective bargaining process.

 Yet, if the agreement is not reached or there is a dispute about the
interpretation of a provision, local control is ceded to an arbitration
system that controls the final decisions on behalf of the parties
involved with virtually no public input, involvement or control.



The Municipal Charter:
A Blueprint for Governance

 Accountability for the chief executive officer, in the
administration of the Town government.

 Oversight for the legislative body, in the adoption of
ordinances, financing of the government and
oversight of the administration.



Charter Revision: Goals

Review your Charter with an eye on:

 Clarity
 Flexibility
 Accountability
 Evading the Culture of Disregard or

Paralysis



Scope of the Enterprise

 Charter review is beneficial time-to-time to
consider issues of magnitude and importance
to the Town with an eye on the effective
representation of the community

 The Charter Revision Commission (“CRC”) will
establish the scope and breadth



How Do You Define Your Scope?

 Statutory Public Hearing

 Meetings with the Selectmen, Board of Finance and 
RTM members  and other Local Officials

 Start Small: “Red-Line” Exercises with Town Attorney 
and CRC Counsel

 Understanding the Functions of Government

 Micromanagement or Constitution?



A Governing Document

 Tricky Assignment

 Municipalities Have No Inherent/Implied Powers

 State Constitution Article Tenth

 Title 7 of the Connecticut General Statutes

 Impact of Collective Bargaining Agreements

 Charter versus Ordinances 

 MERA



The Process: A Summary

 Creation and appointment of CRC by two resolutions required by statutes [C.G.S. §7-188(b) and 7-
190(a)].

 Not envisioned as a partisan activity: not more than one-third of whom may hold any other public office
in the municipality; and, not more than a bare majority of whom shall be members of any one political
party.

 Two Required Public Hearings: At the outset and at the conclusion [C.G.S. §7-191(a)].

 Work plan formulated and executed at public meetings of CRC from September 2021 to May 2022.

 Submission to Board of Selectmen: Public Hearing, within 45 days of receipt of proposed CRC revision;

 Action by the Board within 15 days following hearing and [C.G.S. §7-191(b)].

 If no recommendations and CRC revisions are approved, the Report is final and CRC is finished.

 If there are recommendations, CRC confers with Board of Selectmen and has 30 days to act [C.G.S. §7-
191(c)].

 Final Action by Board of Selectmen within 15 days of receipt from CRC [C.G.S. §7-191(d)] and whether
the referendum shall be proceed in November 2022 [C.G.S. §7-191(e)]



The Process: The End-Game

 One or several questions. The Board of Selectmen submits the proposed
charter to the ballot in the form of one or several questions [C.G.S. §7-
191(f)].

 Submission of question to the secretary of the state. The Town needs to
be mindful of the requirement to submit “questions” to the office of the
Secretary of the State more than 60 days prior to the election [C.G.S. §9-
370].

 Approval at referendum. If the proposed charter is approved by a
majority of the electors who participated in the general election the
charter would be effective thirty (30) days thereafter, unless an effective
date is specified within the document [C.G.S. §7-191(f)].



Work Plan: 
September 2021 – April 2022

 CRC Organizational Meeting.

 1st Statutory Public Hearing.

 Working Meetings of CRC.

 Board of Selectmen, RTM, Board of Finance, other public officials, and
citizens participate in early overview sessions.

 Commission members engage in review, analysis and “red-line” of
charter provisions.

 Subsequent meetings would address substantial issues raised by the
public and public officials and involve extensive dialogue and review
based upon the specific needs of Fairfield and the experiences of other
similarly situated municipalities.



Work Plan: 
May – July 2022 

 CRC prepares proposed revisions for 2nd Public Hearing prior to final review following 
hearing.

 CRC submits proposed revisions to Town Clerk.

 Proposed revisions appear on Board of Selectmen Agenda.

 Review by Board of Selectmen.

 Public Hearing by Board of Selectmen (within 45 days of submission to Town Clerk).

 Board of Selectman action on CRC proposed revisions (within 15 days of Public Hearing). 

 If approved, this would constitute the final action of the Board with the exception of the 
approval of questions for the ballot.

 If not approved, CRC revisions with Board Recommendations are returned to CRC.

 Board Recommendations returned to CRC.

 CRC reviews the Board Recommendations and prepares a final report.



Work Plan: 
July – November 2022 

 CRC Submits Final Report to Board of Selectmen (within 30 
days following receipt of Board Recommendations).

 Board Accepts or Rejects Final Report (within 15 days of 
receipt from the Commission).

 Board approves question(s) for the ballot 

 Newspaper publication of proposed Charter within 30 days 
following approval.

 Submission of questions to the Office of the Secretary of the 
State more than 60 days prior to election.

 The Referendum (11/8/22).



Role of the Counsel

 Legal Advice

 Research and Preparation for 
Workshops

 Facilitate Deliberations and 
Interactions



Charter Revision Projects

 New Britain (3)
 Hartford (4)
 Waterbury (2)
 Hamden (2)
 New Haven
 Fairfield
 Bridgeport
 East Windsor
 Portland (2)
 Darien



Structural Reform

 Stamford – Structural Reform of Personnel
 Waterbury – Procurement and Civil Service
 Hartford – Procurement and Civil Service
 Hartford – Report on Bankruptcy/Reform
 New Haven – CBA Restoration Negotiations
 New Haven – Corporation Counsel
 New Haven – Mayoral vs. Legislative Authority
 Middletown – Forensic Analysis of MAT 
 State of Connecticut – Procurement Reform
 Hamden – Forensic Study: “The Border Fence”



Counsel Functions

 CCM: Board of Director Counsel

 COGs: WestCT, CT River + Naugatuck Valley

 Hamden: Forensic Analysis of HANH Wall

 Hamden: Counsel to Legislative Council

 E. Haven: Mediated Dispute (Mayor + Chief)

 New Haven: Dispute (Mayor + Alders)

 OPM: Counsel on Municipal Executive Orders



Charter Revision Commission

Members
Marlene Battista

Christopher J. Brogan
Bryan Cafferelli

Jay Gross
Pamela Iacono
John R. Mitola

John M. Wynne



FAIRFIELD CHARTER REVISION COMMISSION: PROPOSED SCHEDULE 
2nd and 4th Thursday (Tuesday might work as well) 
 

Date Action Item/Meeting Content1 
8/30/2021 Board of Selectmen I: Initiates Charter Revision by 2/3rds vote of the entire membership (C.G.S. §7-188(b) 
9/13/2021 Board of Selectman II: Appoints members of Charter Revision Commission (“CRC”) (C.G.S. §7-190(a)) 
9/14/2021  
9/23/2021 CRC Organizational Meeting 
9/30/2021 First Statutory Public Hearing: C.G.S. §7-1919(a) and Initial red-line Session (with Town Attorney) 
10/14/2021 CRC Due Diligence:  Meeting with Public Officials and Continued red-line session 
10/28/2021 CRC Level Set Meeting:  Where Do We Go From Here? 
11/9/2021 Meeting #1 (11/11 is a holiday) 
11/23/2021 Meeting #2 (11/25 is a holiday) 
12/9/2021 Meeting #3 
12/21/2021 Meeting #4 (In order to avoid holiday week-end) 
12/30/2021 Extra Thursday 
1/13/2022 Meeting #5 
1/27/2022 Meeting #6 
2/10/2022 Meeting #7 
2/24/2022 Meeting #8 
3/10/2022 Meeting #9 
3/24/2022 Meeting #10 
3/31/2022 Extra Thursday 
4/14/2022 Meeting #11 
4/28/2022 Meeting #12 
4/29/2022 Extra Thursday 
5/12/2022 Meeting #13 
 Second Statutory Public Hearing 
 Final Meeting 

 

                                                           
1 This doesn’t look like many meetings.  These would be the Regular CRC meetings which the Town Clerk would post.  I threw in months with 
additional Thursdays.  If we need more working meetings we could meet on another evening or sometimes my CRCs will have a working meeting 
on a Saturday morning.  These additional meetings, if needed, would be special meetings.  A normal 12 – 14 meeting schedule can be expanded, 
if necessary to accommodate a busier schedule than projected.  



Presentation 
Attorney Steven G. Mednick

Fairfield Board of Selectmen - 30 August 2021



 To relieve the General Assembly of the 
burdensome task of handling and enacting 
special legislation of local municipal concern; 
and

 To enable a municipality to draft and adopt a 
home rule charter “which shall constitute the 
organic law of the city, superseding its 
existing charter and any inconsistent special 
acts.” 



 Accountability for the chief executive officer, 
in the administration of the Town 
government.

 Oversight for the legislative body, in the 
adoption of ordinances, financing of the 
government and oversight of the 
administration.



Review your Charter with an eye on:

 Clarity
 Flexibility
 Accountability
 Avoid Culture of Disregard or Paralysis



 Charter review is beneficial time-to-time to 
consider issues of magnitude and importance 
to the Town with an eye on the effective 
representation of the community

 The Charter Revision Commission (“CRC”) will 
establish the scope and breadth



 Statutory Public Hearing

 Meetings with the Selectmen, Board of 
Finance and RTM members  and other Local 
Officials

 Start Small: “Red-Line” Exercises with Town 
Attorney and CRC Counsel

 Understanding the Functions of Government

 Micromanagement or Constitution?



 Tricky Assignment
 Municipalities Have No Inherent/Implied 

Powers
 State Constitution Article Tenth
 Title 7 of the Connecticut General Statutes
 Impact of Collective Bargaining Agreements
 Charter versus Ordinances 
 MERA



 Creation and appointment of CRC by two resolutions required by statutes [C.G.S. §7-188(b) and 7-
190(a)].

 Not envisioned as a partisan activity: not more than one-third of whom may hold any other public
office in the municipality; and, not more than a bare majority of whom shall be members of any one
political party.

 Two Required Public Hearings: At the outset and at the conclusion [C.G.S. §7-191(a)].

 Work plan formulated and executed at public meetings of CRC from September 2021 to May 2022.

 Submission to Board of Selectmen: Public Hearing, within 45 days of receipt of proposed CRC revision;

 Action by the Board within 15 days following hearing and [C.G.S. §7-191(b)].

 If no recommendations and CRC revisions are approved, the Report is final and CRC is finished.

 If there are recommendations, CRC confers with Board of Selectmen and has 30 days to act [C.G.S. §7-
191(c)].

 Final Action by Board of Selectmen within 15 days of receipt from CRC [C.G.S. §7-191(d)] and whether
the referendum shall be proceed in November 2022 [C.G.S. §7-191(e)]





 One or several questions. The Board of Selectmen submits the
proposed charter to the ballot in the form of one or several
questions [C.G.S. §7-191(f)].

 Submission of question to the secretary of the state. The Town
needs to be mindful of the requirement to submit “questions” to
the office of the Secretary of the State more than 60 days prior to
the election [C.G.S. §9-370].

 Approval at referendum. If the proposed charter is approved by
a majority of the electors who participated in the general election
the charter would be effective thirty (30) days thereafter, unless
an effective date is specified within the document [C.G.S. §7-
191(f)].



 CRC Organizational Meeting.

 1st Statutory Public Hearing.

 Working Meetings of CRC.

◦ Board of Selectmen, RTM, Board of Finance, other public officials, and
citizens participate in early overview sessions.

◦ Commission members engage in review, analysis and “red-line” of charter
provisions.

◦ Subsequent meetings would address substantial issues raised by the
public and public officials and involve extensive dialogue and review
based upon the specific needs of Fairfield and the experiences of other
similarly situated municipalities.



 CRC prepares proposed revisions for 2nd Public Hearing prior to final review following hearing.

 CRC submits proposed revisions to Town Clerk.

 Proposed revisions appear on Board of Selectmen Agenda.

 Review by Board of Selectmen.

 Public Hearing by Board of Selectmen (within 45 days of submission to Town Clerk).

 Board of Selectman action on CRC proposed revisions (within 15 days of Public Hearing). 

◦ If approved, this would constitute the final action of the Board with the exception of the approval of 
questions for the ballot.

◦ If not approved, CRC revisions with Board Recommendations are returned to CRC.

 Board Recommendations returned to CRC.

 CRC reviews the Board Recommendations and prepares a final report.



 CRC Submits Final Report to Board of Selectmen (within 30 days 
following receipt of Board Recommendations).

 Board Accepts or Rejects Final Report (within 15 days of receipt from 
the Commission).

 Board approves question(s) for the ballot 

 Newspaper publication of proposed Charter within 30 days following 
approval.

 Submission of questions to the Office of the Secretary of the State 
more than 60 days prior to election.

 The Referendum (11/8/22).



 Legal Advice

 Research and Preparation for Workshops

 Facilitate Deliberations and Interactions



Hon. Brenda L. Kupchuck (R)
Thomas M. Flynn (R)

Nancy E. Lefkowitz (D)


	Helpful Hints on Meetings Agendas etc
	FOI Handout
	Robert's Rules Presentation by RTM Member Jeff Steele 03-03-21
	• History of Robert’s Rules
	“An organization that has no rules or governing documents to establish a course of action eventually finds itself in a state of anarchy.”
	• To conduct business one item at a time. Limiting discussion to the topic at hand keeps things focused and speakers on topic.
	The Bylaws are the constitution of any organization and usually exist in a written document that defines the purpose of a group, its organizational structure, its membership, how it operates and any specific rules that govern the group.
	The Agenda is a detailed list of specific items that will be discussed at a meeting, provided in the sequence in which they will be covered.
	• Roll Call
	The minutes of any meeting are the permanent record of the business conducted during a meeting, typically prepared by the group’s secretary.
	Privileged Motions: Their purpose is to bring up items that are urgent about special or important matters unrelated to pending business (i.e. adjourn, recess, etc). They have the highest precedence over all other motions except Incidental (see below).


	Subsidiary Motions
	Subsidiary Motions:
	• Postpone Indefinitely (majority vote required) – if debate on the main motion has begun and you want to get rid of that motion without a direct vote on it, use this motion. Kills the item for the entire session. But until it is adopted, it leaves th...
	Incidental Motions:
	• Suspend the Rules (2/3 vote required) – occasions when you wish to do something forbidden by the rules. Not necessary to name the rule, just describe what it is you want to do that would violate the rules.

	MAKING MOTIONS - SPEAKING AT A MEETING
	Any member can present a motion to the group.
	Once an item is seconded, it goes to the floor for debate/discussion. The key rules of debate:

	• Staying germane to the Subject – absolutely critical for speakers to stay on topic; one of the Chair’s main duties is to keep them on track and reign in anyone who goes off subject by interrupting them and telling them that their comments are not in...

	Methods of Voting:
	There are four methods used to vote:
	Each motion requires a certain vote for it to pass and all Members have the right to vote. Below are the main required votes:
	In parliamentary procedure an “abstention” is simply a voter’s decision not to vote. It is not a vote and note counted as a vote. Since abstentions are not counted in voting, they have absolutely no effect on the outcome of the vote cast.
	MAINTAINING ORDER AT A MEETING
	Maintaining order at any meeting can oftentimes be the most challenging part of being a Chair. The Chair has the duty of making sure that the rules are followed. In order to preserve this order, any transgression of the rules can force the Chair to ca...
	Materials you should bring to all meetings:
	SOURCES
	Any questions, feel free to contact me:
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